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We report the fabrication and characterization of a reversible resonant frequency tunable antenna

based on liquid metal actuation. The antenna is composed of a coplanar waveguide fed monopole

stub printed on a copper-clad substrate, and a tunnel-shaped microfluidic channel linked to the

printed metal. The gallium-based liquid metal can be injected and withdrawn from the channel in

response to an applied air pressure. The gallium-based liquid metal is treated with hydrochloric

acid to eliminate the oxide layer, and associated wetting/sticking problems, that arise from expo-

sure to an ambient air environment. Elimination of the oxide layer allows for reliable actuation and

repeatable and reversible tuning. By controlling the liquid metal slug on-demand with air pressure,

the liquid metal can be readily controllable to connect/disconnect to the monopole antenna so that

the physical length of the antenna reversibly tunes. The corresponding reversible resonant fre-

quency changes from 4.9 GHz to 1.1 GHz. The antenna properties based on the liquid metal actua-

tion were characterized by measuring the reflection coefficient and agreed well with simulation

results. Additionally, the corresponding time-lapse images of controlling liquid metal in the chan-

nel were studied. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4903882]

This letter describes a reversible frequency tunable

monopole antenna based on the control of a gallium-based

liquid metal alloy. Compared to mercury, a gallium-based

liquid metal alloy such as ternary alloy (Galinstan
VR 1) or a bi-

nary alloy (GaIn2) has favorable advantages including non-

toxicity and higher electrical and thermal conductivity.3

Additionally, it is in the liquid state, which enables infinite

deformability. Therefore, based on its excellent material

properties, Galinstan has been utilized for various applica-

tions such as heat transfer4 and in electronics as an elec-

trode,5–8 interconnect,9–11 flexible and tunable/stretchable

antenna,12–16 reconfigurable metamaterial,17,18 and filter.19

In most of these cases, the liquid metal is embedded in a

flexible material like polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) or

Ecoflex
VR

. By applying mechanical deformation such as

stretching or folding to the flexible material, the compo-

nent’s characteristics become tunable. Typically, the fre-

quency tunable antennas in Refs. 12–16 have been

developed by designing the channel to have a specific geo-

metric configuration that realizes the target resonant fre-

quency with the liquid metal filling the channel. An external

mechanical force has then been applied to achieve the neces-

sary deformability. This tunable method using liquid metal

was limited by the oxidation problem on the surface of the

liquid metal. As the liquid metal has an oxide layer on the

surface resulting in severe stiction and wetting problems,20 it

has limited applications, on which the liquid metal is de-

formable. Therefore, the tunability of most demonstrated

antennas has been based on the “passive” deformability con-

cept. There have been a few studies to overcome the unfav-

orable characteristics of a gallium-based liquid metal, which

enable the use of liquid metal based on its’ “active” mobility.

Zrnic and Swatik found that it is possible to remove the ox-

ide layer by treating the surface with diluted hydrochloric

acid (HCl) solution,21 and recently, we have studied the

method of the HCl-vapor-treatment to have a non-wettable

liquid metal.22 Studies reveal the chemical reaction with ei-

ther HCl solution or vapor transforms the surface of the liq-

uid metal and recovers the non-wetting pure liquid metal

property. In this paper, we designed a monopole stub antenna

with a fluidic channel and inject/withdraw the liquid metal

on-demand to have variable length tunable antenna. Based

FIG. 1. Conceptual image of liquid metal actuation-based monopole

antenna: without liquid metal filling (state 1), the resonant frequency is

determined by the dimensions of the monopole antenna fabricated by Cu.

After the liquid metal filling (state 2), the liquid metal is injected and con-

nected to the Cu monopole stub resulting in the frequency tunning. States 1

and 2 are reversible by controlling the air pressure to inject and withdraw

the liquid metal slug into/from the channel.
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on the actuation of the HCl-treated liquid metal, we sequen-

tially measured reflection coefficient to investigate the tuna-

ble frequency of the antenna with/without a liquid metal

extension and compared the results with the simulation

results for validation.

The antenna is composed of a 50 X coplanar waveguide

(CPW) feed and a 1 cm long monopole stub fabricated on a

copper-clad 125 lm thick FR406 substrate (er¼ 3.93,

tan d¼ 0.172) with a polyvinyl chloride (PVC) tunnel-

shaped fluidic channel. One end of the PVC fluidic channel

is connected to a polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) tube and a

syringe. Tuning is achieved by altering the position of the

liquid metal in the channel changing the length of the

monopole arm and thus its resonant frequency. Fig. 1 illus-

trates the frequency tuning mechanism. The high resonant

frequency is obtained without liquid metal in the channel

(state 1) providing the shortest length monopole arm (1 cm)

yielding a resonance at approximately 4.9 GHz. After inject-

ing liquid metal into the channel (state 2), the monopole

length is increased to 8.1 cm, which shifts the low frequency

resonance to approximately 1.1 GHz. The liquid metal is

controlled by a syringe connected to the end of the tube

allowing injection or withdrawal of the liquid metal with an

applied pressure. The copper (Cu) metal monopole is in

direct contact with the liquid metal. A gallium-based liquid

metal alloy, Galinstan (68.5% of Ga, 21.5% of In, and 10%

Sn, electrical conductivity of 2.3 � 106 S/m (Ref. 3)) is used

in this work. The surface of the gallium-based liquid metal is

instantly oxidized in an air environment and forms a thin

layer of gallium oxide. The oxidized gallium-based liquid

metal becomes viscoelastic and does not behave like a pure

liquid. In order to have the pure liquid property of the oxi-

dized liquid metal, the surface was treated with 37 wt. %

HCl solution. Based on the chemical reaction of HCl and the

oxidized surface, the liquid metal can be readily moved.

These two monopole states are reversible using this mobility

by injecting and withdrawing the liquid metal. The fabrica-

tion of the antenna is described in Fig. 2. First, the Isola

FR406 substrate was patterned and etched to form the CPW

transmission line (w¼ 2.3 mm, g¼ 0.19 mm) and the monop-

ole stub. The stub consists of a 10 mm long 0.055 mm wide

section connected to the CPW line through a 2 mm long

taper. The tunnel-shaped PVC fluidic channel (3 mm wide,

2 cm long, and 1.5 mm high) was adhered to the substrate

with tape. The copper stub was inserted 4 mm into the chan-

nel to ensure consistent contact between the liquid metal and

the stub.

Measurements were made using an Agilent ENA vector

network analyzer (VNA) using a one port short-open-load

FIG. 2. Fabrication sequence of liquid

metal actuation-based reversible fre-

quency tunable antenna: (a) S1813

coating on FR4, (b) patterning by UV

exposure, (c) Cu etching, (d) S1813

etching, (e) a vinyl tunnel-shaped

channel and a tube bonding (inset

images indicate the dimensions of Cu

CPW and vinyl tunnel-shaped chan-

nel), and (f) optical image of the fabri-

cated antenna bonded to a tube using

epoxy.

FIG. 3. Return loss of measurements and simulations. The states “1” and

“2” indicate return loss characteristics with and without liquid metal filling,

respectively. The solid line indicates the experimental results of sequence of

states “1”-“2”-“1” and the dotted line indicates the simulation results of

states “1” and “2.” The experimental results well agreed with the simulation

results.

TABLE I. Liquid metal monopole performance.

Measurement State Monopole length (cm) fc (GHz) 10 dB bandwidth (%)

M1 1 1.0 4.92 15.0

M2 2 8.1 1.12 15.2

M3 1 1.0 4.83 17.4
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(SOL) calibration and matched to 50 X with a series 2 nH in-

ductor. Measurements of the sequential states “1”-“2”-“1”

were made by controlling the liquid metal to demonstrate the

reversible frequency tunability. Concurrently, a movie was

captured illustrating the movement of the liquid metal into

and out of the channel. In order to confirm the experimental

results, we also compared the measurements with a simu-

lated output. Fig. 3 illustrates the simulated and measured

return losses with details presented in Table I. First, state “1”

(without liquid metal injection) has a resonance centered at

4.92 GHz with a 15% 10 dB bandwidth which corresponds to

the 1 cm long monopole antenna of the fabricated planar Cu

stub. By applying air pressure, the HCl-treated liquid metal

was injected until it was connected to the Cu stub (Fig. 4).

We confirmed that the oxidized liquid metal without HCl-

treatment was wet on the substrate and Cu due to the visco-

elastic oxide layer on the surface. However, when it was

treated with HCl solution, it was readily controllable with

response to the applied air pressure. Additionally, even

though the liquid metal was treated with HCl, the conductiv-

ity of the liquid metal was not changed.23 The average injec-

tion speed for the liquid metal is 7 mm/s and is controlled by

changing the applied pressure. State “2” (M2) was then

formed by loading liquid metal into the channel, to produce

a lower resonance centered at 1.12 GHz due to the additional

length (�7 cm) provided by the liquid metal filled tunnel-

shaped channel and the PTFE tube. The results for state 2

also show a well matched result for the first harmonic cen-

tered at 2.21 GHz with a bandwidth of 9.1%. This fundamen-

tal resonance has a 15.2% bandwidth and is comparable to

that of the state 1 measurement. Additional harmonics are

observed at approximately 4 GHz and 5.5 GHz but are not

well matched to 50 X. The liquid metal was then withdrawn

from the channel to recover state “1” with the same average

speed of 7 mm/s. We observed that no residue after the liquid

metal was withdrawn from the channel indicating the non-

wettable liquid metal, recreating state 1. The new state 1

(M3) has a center frequency of 4.83 GHz with a 17.4% band-

width. The two iterations of state 1 (M1 and M3) have center

frequencies of 4.92 GHz and 4.83 GHz, respectively, with

consistent bandwidths showing the reversibility of the

antenna. We believed that the minute frequency shifts

between the states 1 and 3 could be due to the chemical reac-

tion of HCl and copper stub. When we treated the liquid

metal with HCl solution to have non-wetting property of the

liquid metal, the copper stub also had some chances to con-

tact with HCl, resulting in the change of the electrical con-

ductivity of the copper. Simulations of the antenna were

made with ANSYS HFSS and show a slightly narrower

bandwidth. This difference is likely due to small fabrication

variances in patterning and connector placement. As shown

in Fig. 3, the solid lines indicate the measurement results and

the dotted line indicates the simulation results. The differ-

ence of the bandwidth for M1 and M3 may be based on the

HCl or water itself, which is a chemical reaction product of

the oxidized layer and HCl.22 With only a 2.2% change in

bandwidth between the two iterations of the state the effect

is negligible.

A reversible tunable liquid metal monopole antenna was

presented using an HCl-treated gallium-based liquid metal

alloy using pneumatic actuation. The HCl-treatment elimi-

nates the oxide layer and provides the mobility necessary for

reversible operation. A wide tuning range of 4.9:1 was

achieved in this demonstration but could be extended to

much greater values limited only by available space.

Additionally, the liquid metal can be controllable with an

HCl-vapor-treatment which can remove the loss of the HCl

itself. Thus, when the liquid metal is continuously manipu-

lated to have various electrical lengths, the operation fre-

quency of the antenna can be tuned accordingly. This

reversible frequency tunable antenna demonstration shows

the full potential for any tunable RF device such as an

antenna and a filter using the liquid metal active mobility

concept as long as it has a platform where the conductive

length tuning occurs.
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